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 MONGOLIST CHARLES BAWDEN

The Institute for Mongolian Studies at the Mongolian National University is pleased to announce the 2nd International 
research conference, “New Trends in Mongol Studies II,” to be held in Ulaanbaatar 20-23 March 2014.

CONFERENCE AIMS:
This conference will address the problems which pertain to Mongol studies and encourage new thinkingo. how 

they might be resolved. It will also address the exchange of theoretical and practical approaches between Mongolists 
throughout the world, how we might best learn from senior scholars and exchanger ideas and work together on an inter-
national level, and how to circulate scholarly materials within the contexts of education and research.

“New Trends in Mongol Studies II” will focus upon the following fields:
• Mongol historical and cultural studies
• Mongol social and political studies
• Mongol nomadic culture
• Mongol language
• Mongol fine arts

REqUIREMENTS FOR PAPERS

Papers should be focused on addressing questions pertaining to research in Mongol Studies. Abstracts should be in 
English and should not exceed one page in length (A4). Papers should have 5-6 keywords, and should be between 6-8 
pages (A4) in length, in single-spaced 12pt Times New Roman. Where transcriptions, figures and tables are used, please 
provide a copy of the relevant fonts. The abstracts of papers will be published ahead of the conference.

FEES

Foreign scholars $350
Mongolian scholars 100,000T
This covers board and food and other costs during the conference period.

REqUIRED MATERIALS

Scholars wishing to participate should send the following information by February 10 2014:

1 Name
2 Academic Title
3 Institutional affiliation
4 Phone and fax number, and email address
5 Postal address
6 Title and abstract of paper in English and original language please.

Papers may be presented in Mongolian, English.

Organising committee: 362a, MUIS Building II
Tel:+ 976-98119845,  +976-99105206
Fax: +976-11-312029
email: ims_num@mail.mn, info_ims@num.edu.mn   
Postal address: IMS, NUM Ulaanbaatar 210646A, P.O Box-532, MONGOLIA

Organiser:
Institute for Mongolian Studies

The Mongolian National University 


